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LAOS LOGISTICS 
Preliminary Survey 

The seeds ye sow, another reaps. 

The wealth ye find, another keeps. 

The robes ye weare, another wears, 
_The aris-ye forge, another bears. 

~ Shelley 

The streams yo dam, another fuses 
The roads ye build, enother uses. 

~ Harris



LAOS ‘LOGISTIC REPORT 

I. 

“INTRODUCTION 

Since those for whom this report is intended are familiar with 

the logisties situation in Laos as it presently exists, t: would 

be redundant to detail all of the data that was examined and to 

set down in this report all of the things that were learmed. For 

‘this reason, the report itself will make reference only to those 

elements of data and information which are pertinent to the con- 

clusions and recommendations which are being made. Substantial 

quantities of data, reports and information gathered in Laos 

_were reviewed and studied, and much of this material which has 

‘no direct bearing on the recommendations has been omitted from 

this report. The survey trip was intended to gather preliminary 

information from which analysis and synthesis might produce con 

structive recommendations,
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This Introduction will outline only the sources from which 

data was obtalned. The Conclusions which have been drawn from 

these observations and some specific Recomnendations for ee 

are sumnarized separately. 

Before proceeding further, a word of appreciation is clearly 

in order for the scopecartion and helpful attitude cathe part 

of everyone with whom I worked. The interest and desire on the 

part of Messrs. Mendenhall and Sullivan were reflected through~ 

out the Embassy and USAID. This made Lt possible to secure, in 

a very short time, the necessary background and information 

which serves as the basis for the suggestions in this report. 

The presence of Mr. Frank Osmanskt was invaluable. His back- 

ground and experience, together with a broad understanding of 

the USAID goals enabled him to zero in quickly on areas for con- 

structive exploration. 

Discussions were held with the following gentlemen: Ambassador 

Sullivan, USAID Director Mendenhall, and Messrs. Mayro, cody, 

Cooper, Holding, Tribble, Ruoff, Cole, Chapin, Sparks, Leonard, 

Hickler, Dunn, Brigida, Cameron, Volk, Gillis, Schull, Krohn, 

Crone, Sweet, Williams, Thomas, Gullion, Haffner, Tucker, Stewart, 

Keen, D'Amato, plus Murray and Fluker in Bangkok as well as most 
¢ 

of the supervisory personnel of Continental Air Services. 

1.
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In order to gain a complete perspective of the logistics 

operation, field excursions were made to observe the rail- 

head at Nong khal, and the Mekong barge operation to Tenal- 

ing on the Laotian side. (Thadua which is 1 km downstream 

is used when water level is low.) In addttion, I flew as an, 

observer on a nuaber of aircraft operations including drops 

in L382B's, C-46's of Continental Air Services, and niscel-. 

laneous other operations up country in L382B, C-47, Pioneer,. 

and Porter aircraft as well as drops and other flights in 

Aly America Caribous and ¢-46's. Considerable time was 

spent in observing CAS and ATOG operations and activities.



LAOS LOGISTIC REPORT 
Ik. 

‘CON 'C'L'U'S'I'0'N 5 

1. 

There is considerable inefficiency in the present air supply 

operations which js reflected in low aircraft utilization, 

cancelled schedules, high loading and unloading costs, high 

inventory levels of certain airlift items, wasteful manpower 

practices, aborted missions, and voluminous paperwork. 

2. 

Most of the problems observed are amenable to correction by 

use of good management practices and cvmmon sense. Many of 

these problems exist because oF lack of co-ordination between 

ATOG, the Contractors, USAID and the Royal Lao Goverament. 

| 4 1
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3. 

The L3825's have had an expensive and costly (to the Contractor) 

shakedown period. Though at some economic disadvantage for the 

type of cxtreiely short haul for whieh they are being used in 

Laos, they have performed well. With adequate utilization, 

they would be eccnontcally feasible to use on a continuing 

basis, and if thus available, would offer significant’ advantages 

to USAID because of their unique capacity, speed and dimensions. 

4. 

Emphasis on reducing air support costs have resulted in plece~ 

meal approaches within USAID, and overall systems evaluation of 

the logistic problem has not beer. sufficiently explored. Where 

flight hours can be reduced and air support cests lowered with- 

out introducing other diseconomtes that more than offset the 

Savings, they should, of course, be reduced. It appears, how~ 

ever, that the ultimate overall cost of relative increases or 

decreases in airlift hours has not been thoroughly equated to 

the total picture. 

"We've got to do it cheaper, even if it costs more." This 

attitude seemed reflected by some USAID personnel who simply 

_ took Me. Mendenhall's memo of February 8, 1966 as a directive 

to cut air costs 'no’matter what', rather than a pupgeated 

guideline when no offsetting Justification existed for the use 

of air, 

| ¢



LAOS LOGISTIC REPORT 
Ill. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

ho . 

Revise USAID reporting responsibility to permit Chief Air 

Support Branch to report directly to the Director, USAID. In 

view of the relative monies involved in the air support opera~ 

,tion and the significant part of the overall USAID budget 

which they represent, this 1s a logical action. . 

2. 

Replace existing Air Support Branch Chief with an experienced 

freight management executive who will act on his own to cor- 

rect many of the present probiems and who will bring to the 

_ attention of his superiore in USAID those probiems that ‘are 

b’
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beyond his authority to correct so that necessary changes | 

can be made within USAID and/or RIG. 

3. 

Eliminate ATOG as a function of Air America and re-institute 

it as a function of ASB. The use of a private contractor is’ ° 

recommended, but it should be independent of both Air America 

and Continental Air Services. 

4. 

‘If the L382B's are retained on a minimum use basis, it is 

. apparent that USAID has available more lift than is required. 

To correct this, the C-47's to the extent possible and then 

C-46's should be reduced. 

‘Be 

The suggestion that a sub-ATOG be established at LP has been 

‘considered, At first glance, it would seem that a substantial 

savings in air jovks would be made if this were done. In 

order to make positive determination of this point, a linear 

programming model would need to be established and optimum 

allocation of drop sites for supply from either LP or VIE 

wou have to be made. Such a detailed exercise is beyond the 

scope of this report. A preliminary examination based upon | 

short haul characteristics of eircraft being flown would 

A
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indicate that the sub-ATOG at LP should be re-examined after 

ASB and ATOG exsenlidtondl changes have been made. 

6. 

Present road~building programs in Laos should be re-examined, 

The lessons not only from our experience in Laos, but also of: 

Viet Nam have clearly demonstrated that under the present 

circumstances in these countries, roads are two-edged ‘swords. . 

Money spent on roads is likély to be at least as useful to thie 

’ Pathet Lao as to our friends and ourselves, and a good case 

could be made that many of the roads are more yaluable to the 

eneny than to us, 

7. 

‘A willingness to underwrite some of the more sophisticated : 

airborne avtvavionel aids could improve the productivity and 

reliability of our present airlift which cannot be offset or 

duplicated by the enemy. Such a stepped-up utilization of 

our alr capabilities with reduced outlays on roads could well 

result in better overall logistics for us at lower overall 

costs and expenditures, 

8. 

The Mekong River is the single dominating fact of any logis- 

tical study of Laos. “The divalannent of this river and the 

| h 
'
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plans of the Mekong Committee. of Thailand, Laos, Cambodia 

and South Viet Nam are interesting long-term projects. 

However, they are of only academte interest in the examina- 

tion of the current tactical steustden, One aspect which 

seems to warrant further study is the possihle uae of 

“Hovercraft and/or Turbo-craft which could be available and 

in use in a very short time and on a practical basis., 

Ton/mile costs are high on such vehicles, but practically: 

no infrastructure is required to support them, and properly 

used, they could transform the Mekong into a transportation 

artery that would become the backbone of Laos. 

9. 

Movement of goods from Thatland and/or surface from the 

States via the port of Bangkok does not offer much immediate 

. Opportunity to improve Laos air operations. 

“



SUMMARY 

EXISTING OPERATIONS - LAOS 

At. the present time the air support operations total an average 

of between 6000 and 7000 tons per month’ plus approximately 

10,000 passengers. Major categories are D/E Cargo 40%, 

Neutralist and Refugee Rice 33%, FAR Rice 2%, and pure USAID, 

"25%, With the exception of FAR Rice, this traffic is processed 

and handled for loading by ATOG. FAR Rice which is delivered 

directly to FAR upon clearance at customs warehouse is not in 

USAID's hands from this point on. When flights are scheduled 

for FAR Rice using either grant or leased C-46's operated by 

CAS, the rice is brought planeside by FAR personnel, With this 

exception, cargo is Eenughe to the ATOG warehouse and dispatched 

from that point to planeside for loading which ATOG accomplishes 

for Air America, A technicality prevents them from loading 

*
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CAS aircraft, so duplicate loading crews are required by CAS 

which would be unnecessary if ATOG would furnish CAS with a 

hold harmless agreement so that their personnel (ATOG) could 

actually enter the CAS alrezaft. This is an example of a de- 

tail which adds to cost which I am satisfied ‘I determined ASB 

Chief could resolve. 

Satisfactory over-the-road operations exist for carriage of cargo 

from Vientiane to Vang Vieng and the conti awanne of this road 

to Luang Prabang is contemplated for completion within the next 

ft years. 

Barge traffic on the Mekong is not satisfactory. During the 

rainy season with high water, barges can negotiate the Nekong 

between Vientiane and Luang ‘Prabang, but security on the route 

is not adequate. Charges fun to $56.25 per ton to LP and $57.08 

to Sayaboury. During the dry season barge movement is slnost 

academic because of the shallow draft and charges from VIE run 

to $91.25 per ton to LP, $96.13 per ton to Sayaboury and $116.35 

per ton to Ban, Houed Sal. Rice is available for delivery from 
4 

Thailand to river ports in Laos in single bags at $133.51 per 

ton at Savannakhet, $136.42 neé Bon at Vientiane, $137.87 per 

_ton at Pakse, and $159.18 per ton at Luang Prabang. Triple bag 

rice averages $24.00, par ton in addition to the above prices. 

, 

\\
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Such surface delivery is reasonably reliable except for the 

Luang Prabang deliveries which are made via Chiang Rat in 

Thailand thence road to the Mekong near Ban Houel Sai and 

thence barge downstream to LP. These shipments are subject to 

occasional interference by Pathet lao. petage aad some di- 

version of a few bags is not uncommon. 

A datly north-south schedule is operated in both directioas 

from Vientiane with C-47 type aircraft. (See Appendix A) , 

Northbound, the flight operates to Vang Vieng, Luang Prabang, 

Sayaboury and return; while Southbound, it operates to Paksane, 

Thakhet, Savannakhet, Pakse, Attopeu and return. |The flights 

carry passengers and cargo. 

There are no railroads in Laos, and the road structure is very 

limited. As indicated, Route 13 North from Vientiane is open 

to a point above Vang Vieng. Route 7 runs from unimproved 13 

above Vang Vieng through Moung Soul to the East while short 

gections have been completed both East and West from VTE along 

the river. Route 13 South from VIE to Savannakhet is not 

satisfactory, but South of Savannakhet is generally an all- 

weather road paralleling the river to the Cambodian border. Any 

examination of the country emphasizes the dominance of the 

Mekong as the logical communications mainline for the nation.. 

\v
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The transportation possibilities on this river should not be 

held up pending the development of the power and flood con- 

trol infrastructure. Special purpose vehicles such as Turbo 

‘craft (water jet boats) and Hovercraft may have imnedtate 

applications. 

In order to put these various forms of transportation‘ into ‘ 

perspective, a few statistics would be in order. - Average 

costs for air delivery in recent months amounted to approxt- 

mately $160.00 per ton, and based upon round-trip mile: ges 

for missions averaging just above 300 miles, we are looking 

at a cost of 54¢ per ton mile. In April 1963 the cost per 

ton airlifted was $275.00, so there is substantial tmprove~«. 

ment to report over the last several years. (See Appendix B) 

In order to show still further savings,most of the effort 

during the past few months has been concentrated on sukeine 

back total flying time. (See Appendix C) More effort should 

be spent in improving operating efficiencies and providing 

better co-ordination between all the various air customers. 

It is absolutely essential when something gces wrong that 

ATOG, ASB or the Contractor, by themselves, cannot remedy, 

that steps be taken to avoid a recurrence by reports and 

recommendations to top levels tn USAID for necessary action. 

1
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For example, last April 6, FAR began delivering very sub- 

stantial quantities of vegetables on the grass behind the 

Continental rawp. About 4:30 p.m., ATOG called CAS tc ask 

Lf they knew about it, which they did not. Meetings and 

conversations followed with agreement finally poucioenang 

that ATOG would attempt to palletize the etufe during the 

night for early morning loading on the L382B fur LP The 

best that could be worked out resulted in one L382B away 

from the ramp at 8:15 a.m. the following morning. If this 

had been properly co-ordinated, the first ship could have 

been away by daybreak. It is clear that ATOG and CAS per~ 

sonnel did everything they could once they found’ out about 

it, but it would have saved a lot of time if FAR had gotten 

.in touch with somebody and set the thing up. 

The point of this criticism is that this sort of co-ordination 

“lack goes on all the time. What is needed is a Chief for ASB 

who will see that reports of this natuxe gat to the Director 

or the Ambassador so some attempts can be made to avoid ' 

repetitions. , 

Another example of need for working together involves FAR 

rice drops which are monitored by an on-board group of FAR 

representatives. rf, fcr reasons of weather oz improper sig- 

nal or inability to find the drop site, it becomes es 

¥
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‘to abort, there have been occasions when an alternative 

drop covld have been made for refugee or neutralist re- 

quirements in the area. In this case the FAR rice thus 

used could be paid back from stocks of neutralist or 

refugee rice in the ATOG warehouse. However, under these 

circumstances, no such alternative drop is permitted, and 

the aircraft returns to VTE with the original load aboard, 

It is not certain whether or not Ambassador Sullivan 

could get this sorted out with the FAR, but unless he hear 

about it and ts given a proposal for handling it, which he 

can submit to FAR, there is no chance to correct things. 

These are the sert of things that go wrong, and under the 

present leadership in ASB. nothing happens. 

Sind Lavy on April 6, the FAR scheduled 4 trips for rice 

‘to Moung Soul for delivery to the neutralists. The air- 

craft schedules were set up, but when loading time came, 

the trips were cancelled because ATOG had no neutralist 

rice in the warehouse. Here again, CAS can't be blamed 

for inefficiency nor can ATOG be blamed if they had no rice 

to load. However, the facts show that the Requirements 

Office has not had any neutralist rice purchases since Jan- 

uary 1 this year, ard by agreement between RO end Refugee 

Relief, the latter organization was supplying rice for 

‘
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neutralist needs.- However, the Refugee purchases were planned 

on the basis of estimated RO needs and the actual RO use was 

running abe c the estimated figures, so a shortage occurred, 

Simple management Inquires would have discovered thts in time 

tc either correct or have set alternative schedules for the 

aircraft. However, this sort of hodge-podge continues with- 

out anyone doing anything to correct it, because those who . 

are in a position to take corrective action don't lear about 

it. Management of this operating facility must be alive, 

interested, know what is going on, and be willing to do some- 

thing about it to get corrective action. We do not have this 

kind of repaaement now. 

The magnitude of these problems can be realized when the facts 

‘show that such last-minute cancellations occur frequently - 

three to four times a week, according to CAS, and twice a week 

admitted to by ATOG. USAID must realize that the lack of 

direction given to ATOG by present ASB Chief does not simply 

act to inconvenience the Contractors. It reflects substantial 

ene increases which must be and are covered in the hourly 

rates set by the Contractors to USAID. The remedy is not to 

be found in a detailed set of instructions to be drawn up as a 

guide to be used by ‘ASB. The answer lies in competent leader- 

\o
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‘ship for this function with a good manager who knows what 

is going on and what to do about it. 

The practice of holding ASB operations meetings each even- 

ing has been developed in order to plan the following day's 

schedules. These mectings should be held earlier in the 

afternoon so that if questions er difficulties come to 

light, there will be time to deal with them while cognizant 

people are still available in their offices. The practice 

of scheduling aircraft in accordance with minimums required 

for Air America aircraft produces the inequities between 

Contractors which cause difficulties. As long us ATOG is 3 

aa ane America function, it is inevitable and the personnel 

concerned cannot be blamed for acting like human beings. 

One instance occurred where I wrote down the actual words of 

‘the Chief Air Support Branch in connection with the schedu]~ 

ing of aircraft in the ASB operations meeting. An Air 

America C-123 had just been listed for a schedule, and by 

way of explanation, Mr. sparive looked up and said to me, 

"Naturally, we're going to take care of our own planes first". 

Naturally. 

, The point to criticfze here is not the way they are doing it, 

‘but rather, the aan whereby ASB and ATOG _— to schedule 

\\
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in the best interests of USAID while one of the group is 

an instrumentality of Air America. 

ATOG needs to be an independent group free from influence 

by either Air Anerica or Continental Air Services. ASB 

necds to be set up within the USATD organization with 

direct responsibility to the Director. ASB needs to be 

headed by @ man who is on top of his job. It is not suf- 

ficient to have dedication and competence in the person 

of the Ambassador and the Director of USAID. The failure 

_ to recognize the nature of the internal problems in ASB 

_probably stems Zrom the reporting channel through the 

Executive Office although since I did not spend any time 

in this office, I am reluctant {9 make 2 judgment on this. 

This principal problem and its obvious remedy is not only 

apparent to the outside observer, but it is well known to 

many people on the scene within USAID and among Contractor 

personnel of both companies. I do not wish to give the 

Anpression that with two simple magic strokes of the pen 

everything will be solved, because {t will take some hard 

work and-some action will be required at the Director's 

level and at the Ambassador's level as well. Given the 

information to act upon, chews gentiemon can then do what 

4 

Yd
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is possible to secure the desired co-ordination within 

USAID and the Royal Lao Government. Such action which can 

be taken duuedtately to restructure the place of ASB within 

USAID and to replace its Chief with the right individual 

should result in improved cffiiclenciles and cost savings to 

USAID of 84 to 10% of present Contractor costs by more 

effective use of equipment and elimination of much waste 

activity. 

The problem of the L382B's is just that it {1s being looked 

at as u problem. Instead, we should be (within USAID) 

talking about the opportunities of the L382B's and by this, 

‘ue, sufficient valid justification would have been pre- 

sented to the Ambassador i teatitenls a decision to retain 

then. Since the option to accept the Continental offer 

‘for their continued employment runs until 1 June, it is im- 

perative that USAID do some soul-searching on this subject. 

Since I have been asked to examine this question, I am set- 

' ting down some qualitative and quantitative aspects that 

may prove useful. 

The first point is the operational ability of the aircraft. 

Experience to date Would indicate that these planes can do 

most missions 4s well and sone better than ay aio air- 

A \
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craft in either fleet. In addition, there are some things 

the 1382B's can do which no other aircraft in the area can 

do at all. Damonstrated ability to locate drop sites and 

accurately drop the load is no Jonger a question. The 

navigational aspects are probably as good as any other air- 

craft used for this purpose. It fe true that they are 

untried in the rainy season. From a point of view of’ 

locating targets, there is no reason to doubt their value 

on the same basis as C-46's and 123's, The remaining ques- 

tion for wet season operations inyolves not drops, but 

landings on unpaved strips. Here, it would seem prudent to 

aiscount their ability to land on the seue basis as smaller 

aircraft, but this is a matter of degree which should not bé 

a major drawback. Clearly balanced against this, however, 

is their ability to do in one or two trips what other air- 

craft would take many trips and several days to accomplish. 

The possibility of the sustained periods of dry weather 

during the rainy season to permit limited operations of L382B's 

versus expanded operations of other aircraft would seen to be 

a& stand-off. 

On the economics of the operation, there is general acceptance 

ef the idea that 1f the loads are available and utilization 

can be secured, the 3828's are the most econonical airlift 

ap
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‘available in the area. If other aireraft are cut back 

(C-47's and C-46's) to bring the total Contractor lift in 

line with USAID requlrements, then the loads will be 

available. Utilization to the extent required for the 

Contractor minimum will be no problem given adequate man- 

agement and leadership for ATOG and ASB. 

A few specifics may be worth examining. During the period 

when L382B's first came to Laos until April 8, there were 

only two aborted rice drops. The first of these involved 

two DZ's on March 18 with 61R and after initial orbiting 

over the first DZ with no signal, the aircraft proceeded 

to the second DZ where again, no signal. The aircraft re- 

turned to the first D2 and circled until minimum fuel, 

and then proceeded to alternate (LS-178) and dropped 5 of 

the 22 pallets on board. If the pilot had thought it ad- 

visable to cut his time at the D's, hoping for a signal, 

he could have dropped all 22 pallets at LS-178, but he 

elected to stay over the DZ's as long as possible. Actually, 

this is not an abort due to weather, even though the Dz's 

were obscured by smoke with visibility at one-half mile. 

The second abort with L382B's occurred on the following day,
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March 19. 61R was assigned Meo rice drops at LS-33, LS-50, 

LS~29, LS-173 with alternates at Ls-46 and LS-192. The 

entire azea was covered by low clouds, and the load was 

returned. Weather was restrictive so that STOL aircraft 

and helicopters did not operate on this day. Although 

this was a bona fide abort due to weather against the L382B 

it is also clear Hiak AE NOU have been an abort for any 

other aircraft. 

There have been some comments about rice coming down on huts 

after 382 drops. On two occasions hut damage was involved 

due to long dives. Earlier drops involved a loss of 11 

pallets downwindfor a drop on LS~11 which was caused by a 

faulty cut strap that failed. In the beginning operations, 

some short drops caused incidents including one case where 

‘five pallets were not recoverable, but it seems reasonable 

to conclude that the learning curve on this aircraft has been 

- at least as good as earlier smaller planes and possibly better 

Investigation into tumbling patterns on 1l-high stacks (on 

1L382B's) versus 9-high stacks on 123's has shown that the 

height of the load has no bearing if balanced flight ew 

maintained. 

During the period yanuary-marcn 1¥0b, CAS experienced 13 rice
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aborts with €-46 aircraft of which 5 were wrong signal and 

8 were weather. This would seem to make a pretty good case 

for 382 reliability from an operating point of view. 

The next question with respect to this equipment is main-~ 

tenance dependability. An analysis of the NORS (non- 

operating"rate due to supply) from 19 November through th 

end of March, shows 9 weeks with NORS zero. The last two 

weeks of December checked in with 78.5% because of the tire 

shortage. This - plus the brake hose problem - has now 

been caught up. The initial trouble with ghaubens ‘es been 

remedied with daily servicing sad supply is catching up. 

Engine flame-out problems associated with fuel control 

units has been corrected by rewrite of start procedure. In 

general, 1t seems obvious from a close examination of the 

problems that CAS has been on a learning curve with this 

aircraft, and we are now beginning to flatten out. Opere- 

tions at LP during the runway rebuilding there will continue 

to cause tire problems. It is like landing on a bed of . 

nails and when the brakes go on, tires get cut up. However, 

even the unusual requirement for this usage has now been met. 

There is ample reason for question on this maintenance point 

based on the first few months’ operations, but the analysis 

s \? 
| 
1
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provides confidence of the aircraft's ability to perform 

“well and stay in operation now that provisioning has been 

licked. At Ambassador Sullivan's suggestion, the field 

service activity reports from Lockheed covering C-130 

aircraft in operation throughout the world was also studied 

in connection with this analysis. Sample NORS rates for 

first week of February 1966 are shown on Appendix D. These 

_ readings si fe the first week of February 1966, a period 

when the CAS NORS was 50%. Considering the number of the 

above examples at the end of a long pipeline, it seems 

logical to expect the CAS level to hit somewhere near this PRCLASSIPTen Pr 

average or better, Wl dap. 
Deto; Yul 

In considering whether or not USAID should step up the featal dha 

- i XA/Pr 
utilization minimums necessary to contract for the 382B's U-S.a.1.p,! 

good deal of weight should be given to those tasks which in- 

volve outsize shipments. The experience of the Public Works 

Department are navi ape the best illustration of such ex- 

amples. (See Appendix F) According - Mr. Cole, the case 

of the airlift requirement task November 18 to Moung Soul is 

duplicated about 10 times per year. In this case an initial 

total weight of 145,000 lbs. required 12 trips with C-123's at 

a cost of $6300, The “load could have been carried, in three 

trips with the L382B at a trip cost of $1100 each or a total 

| ai 
t
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of $3300. A total of 33 man-days of U. S. personnel and 

140 man-days of local personnel were required to dismantle 

transport and reassemble the equipment at Moung Soul for a 

direct cost of $5,126 for the movement. The cost outlay 

for the movenent by 123 was therefore just at $8,126 more 

than it would have been if the L382B had been used. In 

addition, ‘a total of 10 days’ elapsed time on the project 

were lost. This is a very dramatic savings and yet, 

Mr. Cole estimates that a savings of this magnitude would 

occur on the average of 10 times per year. In addition, 

Mr. Cole estimates that on the average of cence a month 

some movement wili occur which would utilize the L382B on™ 

a roll-on roll-off basis which would otherwise require 

dismantling to haul on any other aircraft available to 

USAID. The savings from such exanples have nut been pro- 

“jected, but added to the Moung Soul type of movement, it 

‘would be reasonable to assume dollar savings in Public 

Works of over $150,000 annually, not including the value: 

of time saved. 

How many more such examples. throughout the USAID require- 

ments might — is sudject to conjecture, but it is 

reasonable to expect that a number would exist. .The ‘ioe 

ment by Italia Thai of the asphalt plant to Luang Prabang 
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is another example. In this case the tank itself which coulc 

not be further dismantled just barely f3t in the Lockheed, 

and it could not have been transported in any other aircraft, 

available in Laos. 

The movement of troops for Royal Lao Government has shown on 

a number o aecasions the advantage of the L382B, and'’it can. 

be expected that such instances will continue in the future 

while the use of these ships for vegetable hauls F¥on time 

to time can be of critical importance. By phasing out sev- 

eral C-47 and C-46 type aircraft, the addition of the L382B's 

to the Contractor fleet on the basis of the terms offered 

seem to present a good opportunity for USAID. . Any other 

. requirement for the aircraft not covered by the diove exe 

amples would only reinforce the case for the use of the 

Lockheeds. If this decision is made by USAID, it should be 

done with the knowledge that some real efforts will be needed 

on the part of department heads to get maximum benefit from 

their availability. Some imagination and ingenuity should 

be brought to bear on their possible use. As indicated 

earlier, the possibility of having the 382B's does not pre- 

sent a problem, but an opportunity. The maintenance re- 

liability and operational dependability have not yet been 

completely proved, especially as to rainy season operations 
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and yet there is more than adequate evidence to support the 

conclusion thal the alvcraft will perform satisfactorily. 

The expensive part of the learning curve is behind us, and 

it has been paid for by Continental Air Services. 

In my discussions with the Ambassador before leaving 

Vientiane, I urged that the 382B's be put under coutract 

as offered by CAS, but warned that my responsibility to 

Mr. Six made it necessary for me to recommend to him that 

he either withdray the aircraft entirely or offer them at 

a substantially higher rate than the present terms being 

explored. The incredible tire damage at LP and generai 

wear and tear on the aircraft is such that a mch higher 

rate should be charged. ‘the Lyi of cargo being carried 

inevitably takes a heavy toll in aircraft maintenance. A 

‘recent case where a load of dust suppressant began to leak 

and permeated the floor structure is an example of the kind 

of costly wear and tear on the aircraft. The environment 

and exposure to large saber of unsophisticated passengers — 

snd bystanders adds to the hazard. Recently while on the 

ground at Udorn, the locking Jugs on the rear ramp were 

found extended. If retracted in this position, serious, 

damage would result. It ts true that the loadmaster would — 

have noticed this before closing the ramp, and it would have 
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been corrected then, but the hazard still exists that with 

large numbers of Lao milling around the aircraft when it 

ds on the ground, these things and other similar things can 

and do happen. 

Although the L382B's are not ideally suited for the short 

haul stages for which they are being used in Laos, they 

‘are doing a good job, and on behalf of USAID, I recommend 

their retention even though J have indicated that looking 

at them on behalf of Continental's self-interest, I must 

recommend their withdrawal, 

The question concerning the sub-ATOG at LP has been re~ 

ferred to me, and while in dave, 2 indicated to Mr. Brigida 

that the study necessary to provide the right answer was one 

‘which could best be made by him or his organization. Actual 

calculations of total air costs could be made by simply 

taking the requirements for those drop sites closer to LP 

than VIE and figuring the cost of air drop from LP to these 

points and then figuring the cost of air drop from VIE to the 

‘sites remaining. The sum of these costs to which should be 

added the extra cost of rice delivered to LP tastead of VIE 

should then be compared to the present cost of ate drop to 

both lists of sites ” now being handled from vie. The extra 
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cost for delivered vice to LP could be figured on the basis 

of bulk loads to LP via 1382B or by using the delivered 

cost differential as now shown by surface, which amounts to: 

$23.09 per ton. (See Appendix G) 

It was expected that this study would be completed before 

May 1, and with Mr. Sparks' approval, it was agreed to for: 

ward a copy of this to me in Oklahoma, but it has not been 

received. Such a study would not be conclusive in itself 

since merely selecting those destinations closer to LP than 

VIE for delivery from the proposed sub-ATOG at LP would not 

provide the optimum answer. To do this would require a 

linear programming exercise which is probably beyond the 

capabilities of the group in VIE and is not contemplated to 

be within the scope of this report. If it should be de- 

aired, however, I will be glad to submit a supplemental 

proposal to — such an assignment. 

Some preliminary calculations will give a pretty good idea 

of the relative economies based upon averages and existing 

costs. The present air drop involves an average round trip 

mileage of 268 nautical miles. Assuming that the LP sub-ATOG 

would serve the most distant half of these points and that 

the average round-trip haul would be cut in half, the rough 

wu
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estimate would come up as shown on Appendix H. This table 

-clearly demonstrates the short-haul penalty caused by the 

disproportionate time to climb and time over the target 

which are constants regardless of the length of haul, 

If the sub-ATOG is established at LP and L382B's were used 

for total rice drops, the savings over similar operations 

conducted entirely from VTE would be $253,800, If C-46's 

were used, the savings would be $636,924, while 1f C-123's 

were used, the savings would be $933,390. Total costs, 

however, are higher with both c-46's and C-123 than with the 

1382B's. An interesting sidelight here is the Sage eNt of 

the total costs of the VIE operation using L382B's of 

$2,254,770 with the cont oe estos C-46's at $2,923,020. The 

relative economtes of the Lockheed aircraft show savings of 

$668,250. 

In his letter of February 11, 1966 to Mr. Mavro, Mr. Cooper 

estimated an annual savings of $1,142,000 if the Aros was 

set up in Luang Prabang. Considering that we have used a 

figure of $448,065 as the cost of transporting the cice to LP 

and operating the sub-ATOG there, we are less than $60,000 | 

apart with the C-46 éstimate. (See Appendix I) 
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The above shows merely the quantitative side of the picture, 

and if it is assumed that the savings will vary from $253,800 

annually if L382B's were used to $636,924 if C-46's were used, 

then the decision to make this move rests upon the judgment 

factors involved in the security of surface supply to Le pin 

any additional vulnerability of the operation because of its 

up country Lceatitons The weight given to the capital expendi! 

ture required is also a matter for consideration. 

As an‘incident to the above exercise, it is interesting to 

nete the. magnitude of the savings shown by the c~46 over the 

L382B's and to realize that it is caused ~ not by grestz 

efficiency of the C-46 - but rather the opposite. Because 

the C-46 costs are so much higher than the L382B's, the 

savings are proportionately higher when flight hours are re- 

duced, This is true to an even greater degree of the C~123's 

which include baiiment charges of $187.00 per hour. 

An important point to consider is the communications com- 

plexity that the dual operation will involve and the degree 

ef co-ordination that must be achieved if the total operation 

is to function smoothly. Management and direct supervision 

of the “acility is avery real problem, particularly when it 

is considered that difficulties in this area are the main 

\ | 2 
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source of inefficlencies in the present operation at 

Vientiane. Another factor is, of course, the psychological 

one of ‘raising the flag' with this operation in the royal 

capital, This action of moving wu: country with part of the 

air operations will have some salutary effect which USAID: 

can evaluate better than anyone at a distance. 

On balance, it would seem that a definitive study to op- 

timize the points which could be served by a sub-ATOG at L? 

is not required at this time. As indicated, such a study 

would require some computer programming in connection with 

a medel or matrix using linear programming techniques. If; 

desired, this can be undertaken, but it will only refine the 

accuracy of the writhmerde and in no way does it change the 

judgment factors which are probably more significant in the 

‘overall decision. The recommendation is that nothing be 

done at the present time since the major problem is to get 

good management control of the VIE operation. Once this ‘is 

done and the new organization is functioning smoothly, the 

definitive study could be made which would not only pin- 

point the savings, but would specify eidteli points would be. 

served by LP and which by VIE. By that time the judgment 

factors of security ‘and psychological impact can ,be- assessed 

again and a final deeb atten reached, 

| W 
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OVERALL LOGISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

” ‘The present expenditure level for road building in Laos by | 

USAID is between 4 and 5 million dollars annually. The heavy 

maintenance cost for such roads once built, is a very considera- 

“ble factor, and during the present period of intense activity by 

our government in Viet Nam, and the unsettled conditions in Laos, 

it would seem wise to review the allocation of funds between 

so-called infrastructure of the country and direct operating 

programs. 

The military or security aspect of road programs must be 

examined carefully. pit it is thought that we must have roads 

and that there is no-alternative to having them, then we naturally 
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accept the costs and disadvantages that come with the roada we 

build in order to gain the advantages. What may be overs . 

looked very easily is the simple fact that an alternative ” 

does exist. We can supply all the needed comnauatications and 

transportation up country by airlift. The present Contractor — 

operations are an indication of what can be done. The air 

mobility which is aanmrened for Laos is not subject to the 

exposure that roads have to enemy action aud use. Nor do 

they expose our movements to intereevbbon and ambush. Further, 

we could build up our air logistics capability without fear 

of unfriendly dienes duplicurtag our efforts or negating 

then. 

With these thoughts in mind, an examination would seem worth- 

while to assess the advantages and costs of upgrading both 

“quality and quantity of the airlift in Laos. On-board 

electronic and guidance gear could increase our navigational 

capabilities substantially. This could be done with little 

or no ground installations which might be subject to inter- 

ference or damage by enemy action. It is essential to plan 

and help Laos begin to build for a developing economy: once 

the political/military situation stabilizes, and certainly, | 

roads, power sites, ‘ams, flood control, airfields,-and other 

elements will be vequixed, However, the prinary requirement 
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“in an undeveloped nation is first to achieve agricultural 

growth where it is possible. It is unthinkable for Laos 

not to support its own population without importing basic 

foodstuffs once peace comes. Priorities for fertilizer 

and modern farming techniques and tools would seem . te 

first on the list even after peace is restored. 

The need for roads can be re~evaluated if an awareness exists’ 

of the capabilities For air logistics coupled with the open- 

ing of the Mekong as a transportation artery. Accordingly, 

, the suggestion ts advanced that the need for now aud for 

’ the future is to examine Laos in terms of transportation 

overall on a systems approach instead of eonpaxtinankelixed 

according to the audieieilen of a road builder's group, a 

Mekong Committee and a few aviation enthusiasts. 

The immediate or near immediate use of the Mekong for trans~ 

- portation by employing Turbo~craft or Hovercraft or both ‘to_ 

form a transportation base is only a forerunner of the logi- 

cal development of the river when dams and flood control 

structure finally make it navigable for conventional barges 

and surface craft. When that time comes, the redundancy of 

NW-SE roads paralleling the river will be apparent.- Also, when 

that time comes, the development of efficient low-cost STOL and 
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and short-haul aircraft will make roads obsolete for cross-~ 

country runs over difficult mountainous country which is 

sparsely settled. 

Anticipating the technological developments in transporta- 

tion equipment - both surface and air - make it clear that 

Laos does not now need to build roads on the same basis as 

New Jersey and never will. The parallel is closer to the 

development of Norway. The efforts of the Mekong Committee, 

the Bureau of Public Roads and the Air Support Branch should 

‘be analyzed with this comprehensive capability in mind. 

Existing ton/mile costs of the larger-model Hovercraft now 

in production make the operation of" these vehicles seem 

feasible. No determination of this can be made without a 

thorough study, but the point of this report is to focus on 

such possibilities for future study. 

Another general area that should be explored along with the 

transportation/logistics situation in Laos is the overall 

“economics of the total cose of distribution of goods. One of 

the major costs is that of carrying Enventorys Inventory 

levels are determined by three major considerations, -whether 

it be stocks of APC cefiliers in the Public Health Warehouse at 

20
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Sam Thong, or quantities of two-plece bathing suits at 

I. Magnin & Co. 

Inventory must first be held to satisfy the daily usage re- 

quirement plus the fluctuations above that requirement. Tf 

consumption averages 100 units per day and fluctuates from 

80 units to 120 teres, then stocks at the beginning of any 

given day should never be below 120 units. The second ou 

sideration is the replenishment cycle. This takes into 

account the ordering frequency, the economlc production run, 

the time required for processing the order, the in transit © 

shipping time, and the time required for recelving and 

entering into stock. The third consideration is the judg- 

ment factor of how much posiden to add to protect against 

disruptions in supply or extraordinary usage requirements. 

The aggregate of these three elements determine inventory 

levels. If the replenishment cycle is shortened by the use 

of air or more frequent eniendinn intervals, or any other ‘de- 

vice, then an extra cost is incurred. The amount by which 

inventory is reduced by such action can be assessed and the 

savings that result from this can be compared to the extra 

_cost of cutting down the replenishment cycle. If they more. 

than offset that cost, the action is desirable. . 

at 
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(The x81atYonship" between these elements is a function of - 

the ‘value/welghit®tdtio and. the cost of carrying inventory 

‘dn addition to‘itiie relative costs of surface and air shipping 

means.’ Using an’ inventory carrying cost of 25% per year 

which is conservative, the relationship can be duaeuiiied by 

this statement: The use of air shipping is economically 

justified whenever the percentage of inventory reduction made 

possible by such faster transportation is greate tthan_the 

vumber expressed _as_a percentage which results when the ex- 

tra cost of shipping jn cents per pound is multiplied as a 

number by four times the inventory turnover. This is known as 

Harris' Third Law, and while it is not a profound wupecertion, 

it escapes most people in the air cargo industry as well as 

transportation people in general. 

“The application of this formula to any given logistics situa~ 

tion within USAID will provide guidance on whether or not air 

should be employed when the considerations are based upon : 

economics only. The recent reduction in USAID inventory in 

Laos which Mr. Holding jJndicates was cut from $4,560,000 to 

just over a million would result in annual ‘savings of approxi- 

mately $900,000. 

Whenever other than economic considerations exist, the formula 
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can be used to determine the net difference between alterna- 

tive transpoztation means and thus make management judgments 

easier and wiser. It might be used as a supplement to 

Mr. Mendenhall's guideline memo of February 8, 1966. (See 

Appendix C) 

The task ‘which faces USAID in Laos is one which may well 

quire continued airlift for a number of years’ for certain 

areas and groups. If this is the case, then some advance 

“thinking should take place along with Contractors and perhaps 

even manufacturers so that new aircraft designs and con-~ 

figurations may be brought out with some understanding of} 

the user's requirements and problems in places like Laos. 

It is obvious that C-47's, C-46's, C-123's etc. are not going 

‘to last forever. New models coming to the fore now such as 

the Nord 262, Twin Otter, Twin Stallion, Breguet 941 and 

‘other utility type transports are generally the result of 

what the engineer thinks can be done, based upon some new 

power plant which has been developed. Having designed the 

aircraft, the manufacturers attempt to sell it to users, and 

rarely does the user sat an optimum vehicle for his purpose 

from this exercise. 
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USAID could help itself if, as a result of the overall 

logistics evaluation, it would begin to set out design 

parameters for the ideal aircraft for Laos operations. If 

these requirements were clearly defined and daderecned, ie 

is Likely that soe manufacturer will design and build to 

them in the future, thus improving the total effort. . If 

this is not done, then USAID in the future wLil be limited 

to choosing among various aircraft for its special use, but 

which were designed for other uses and requirements. 

One apparent characteristic of the alr support operations 

: in “Laos is the one-way flow of traffic. All drop operations 

return to base empty, of course, and on most landings there 

is little or no return traffic excest the ubiquitous Lao 

nomad, While no immediate program can be contemplated for 

‘developing Laog as an industrialized nation, it is not too 

soon to think about the conditions which may exist when the 

political situation is stabilized and the country returns id 

"normal'. When this takes place, the agricultural output for 

the nation as a whole should make rice imports unnecessary 

although it is probable that not all regions in:the country 

will be wie to satisfy their own requirements. Conversely, 

development of mineral resources will be on a regional basis 
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as will the lumber and timber potential. ‘This suggests . 

that continued development of the logistics system for 

the country should examine the probable pattern of agri- 

cultural and cconomle development of the country. In 

doing so, one aspect to give some weight to Tavellves the 

idea of processing Laos products to a refined state befor 

transporting them, 

Obviously, it is not practical to have smelters in every 

village where minerals might be mined, nor sawmills in 

every potential timber area. On the other hand, the degree 

_ to which ores may be refined before rransportarién and the 

degree to which wood-working industries can be developed on, 

‘a viliage or local basis should be carefully considered. 

With an abundance of forest products and the already- 

recognized dexterity of Lao and Meo tribes for handling simple 

cutting tools, the prospect of hand-built teak and other 

furniture being produced on location and moved out as a 

finished or sem{-finished product in knocked-down forn is 

a very exciting one. The immediate possibilities of getting : 

"such prograns underway rest a great deal upon use of return air 

space from up country refugee sites which now is wasted. This, 

of course, then depends upon either air landings instead of air 

drops so that return ‘Loads can be taken or some alternative 
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method employed, such as the air snatch which could be 

made after the drop. 

The main concept here ~ with apologies to Xerox - is to 

"bring the wachine to the work" and by so doing, we would 

be required to transport fewer bulk, heavy, and low-cost 

items and more finished or semi-finished hand-worked pro- 

ducts on which es man hours were invested at the site. If 

such prograns are ultimately sound for the economic growth 

of Laos, then some thought should be given to moving in that 

direction with existing air operations. Much could be done 

to encourage this type of productive activity right now by, 

working out ways and means of developing some return loads * 

with present or slightly modified air operations. I am not 

suggesting that this is the way to go, but that some careful 

-8tudies should be made of the possibilities so that - if 

‘they are practical ~- we can begin to adapt our thinking on 

air support operations to these ultimate objectives and to 

consider them in toto with euckace transportation and logis- 

tics operations of future years. 

uy
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APPENDIX _D 

LC-130F Christchurch Zero 
RCAF Base Satenas 100% 

Jeddah 50% 
NAS Agana Zero 

Christchurch 254%: 
MACTAN AB C130B 9% 

C130E 6.2% 

Clark AB 6.2% 
Tachikawa AB zero 

Naha AB C130A's 05%, 
C130E's Zero 

RNZAF Auckland Zero 

Noff£ereNAs 37% 
FAB Galeac Zero 

Shahrokhi AFB C-130B 50% 
C~130E zero 

Lockbourne AFB 4.3% 
NAS Patuxent River Zero 

MCAS El Toro 6.7% 

Edwards AFG Zero 

Sewart AFb C130A 4.2% 

C130E 14.9% 

Evreaux-Fauville Air Base C-130A's Zero 
C130B's 6.2% 
C130E's 20.2% 

MCAS Cherry Point 5.2% 

Forbes AFB Zero 
RCAF Namao Zero 

RCAF Uplands 14.3% 
MCAF Futema 23 &% 
Goose AFB zero 

Erkilet AB 20 % 

Elmendorf AFB , Zero 

-NS Rota Zero 

PopeAFB , 7.9% 
Olaska Airlines Fairbanks Zero 

BEST AVAILABLE GOPY



LOTMREED-GEORGItA COMPANY . 

pivision CP LOTMHELO AINCRAPT CORPORATION 

INTERDEPARTMMENTAL COMMUNICATION _ — 

APPENDIX & 
* 40 P. E, Guthrio 63-22 zont 279 oate16 January 1966, 

, Adiroune hentia Th 
1 Gk} 14 vob -————_— 

FROM C, E. Shuler © 65-21 zone or ~ 

sunect: FIELD SERVICE ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE WESK ENDING 1h JANUARY 1966, ~ . 
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCES STATION NAMAO, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA Ss 

“CS/1h7 — SUMMARY aa 
—_——-- . (For action 

The C-130 aircraft flew 231:55 hours, ad Beever 
There were no engines, propellers or GTG's replaced, <7] PREPARE REPLY 
An engine starter failed. | so eager ores 
Three TIT indicaters were replaced, 0 comment 
An engine o31 tank was discovered cracked, Dp bees ratk 
A cabin thernostat blower was replaced, Ir oven 
An engine oi] cooler failed to function in AUTO, C) wvesricare 
An NLG dowa-lock tas replaced, . Cd: foewation 
Incorporation of T. 0, 8A6-9-5-505 was started, Co sesseuore 
Sixty-six student hours of training were conducted, | ANG RETUR 
The NORS(G) rate is zero per cent, unchanged, CD r5itSy up 
Oe RE NI int I IT Ee NS COT 

TIME SLOWN a 
PRE-ROUTING, SPECIAL 

The C~130B aircraft flew 46:35 hours, INsTaUCTIOns, aiiovoa 

The C-130E aircraft flew 185:20 hours, ‘ 

POWER PLANT . 

While TDY the number three propeller on RCAF 10320 would not rotate . ~ 
during a start attempt, The starter was removed due to a sheared shaft, _ 
a blanking plate installed and a windmill start made, A new starter - 
was installed when the aircraft retwned to this Station. 

Three turbine inlet temperature indicators were replaced for either 

low or oscillating indications. : 

Oil was discovered coming from the number three engine of RCAF 10307. - 
The engine oil tank was replaced due to a cracx found in the weld area, _ 
This was the third oil tank found cracked in the last month at this 
facility. : 

The number three engine oil temperature was excessive during flight . 
on RCAF 10307 in AUTO operation, The oil cooler thermostat was replaced | - 
to correct this condition, 

—————————————— 

PEST AVAILABLE COPY



AREENDIX F 
April 7, 1965 

STATISTICS ON AIRLIFT COST C123 TO MOUNG SOUL 

REFERENCE: Letter November 18, 1965 to Mr, Holding 
SUBJECT: Airlift Capacity Comparison 

The statistics below give details of the dollar cost for trans- 
portation by C123 Aircraft to Moung Soul for project work, 

‘Items. transported; ten (10) pieces of equipment plus one (x) 
Bcout and one (1) canp with miscellancous equipment. 

/ A total weight of 925,170 dos, 

Plus Initial POL weight of 30,000 lbs, 

A total of 1,551.70 lbs. 

A C123 can carry 12,000 lbs. at a cost 07 $525 a trip. It requires 
twelve (12) trips to carry this amount of weight which equals $6,300. 

It is necessary to dismantle, transport and reassemble the heavy 
equipment if it is to be transported a C123 with its limited weight load 
capacity. . . . 

Tne following Men-Days were consumed in a ten (10) day period ufili+ 
zing three (3) US personnel and Uj local personnel: 

33 Man-Daye US Personnel costing approximately --------~— $1,297, 
; (including per dien) 

‘140 Men-Days Local Personnel 10 mechanics and 4 heavy equip. 
Operators (including per dien) - = ~~ ~ $3,629, 

This is a total of $5,126, for dismantling,and re~essembling the 
equipment. 

The total cost for this 0123 one way is $11,426. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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“s: RPPENDIX. G&G 
= 
= COMPARATIVE RICE COSTS BY TYPE AND DESTINATION 

mi ‘ 
° 
S 
< AREA SINGLE BAG TRIPLE BAG 

Luang Prabang $159.18 $183.2 

Vientiane $136.42 $160.15 

Savannakhet $133.51 $158.55 

Pakse $137.87 $162.91



—.1004% Vienti: 
* 13828 

‘ Average 1 

Cruise Altitude (Ft) 16,000 

Climb Speed (KTS) /Time 160/ :10 12 
Cruise Speed (KTS) /Time 270/1:12 16 

Time Over Target 212 ~ 

Total Trip Time 1:34 

Aircraft Cost (Dollars/Hour) 1,250 
Payload (Tons) i 23.5 

Airlift Trip Cost (Dollars/Ton) 83.51 

(1) Reduction in Haadling Costs 
(2) Surface Freight Costs 
(3) Operating Costs 

(4) Amortization Allowance 

Trip Cost (Dollars/Ton) 83.51 

Aver. Mission (Dollars/Ton) , 83.51 

Total Cost /Month (Dollars) _ 187,898. 
(2250 Tons/Month) 

Total Cost/Year (Dollars) 2,254,770. 2,9 

“Yearly Savings by Type of 
Aircraft "50-50" Operation 

NOTES: 

(1) Estimated Savings ATOG-VTE 

(2) Appendix G 
(3) Appendix Jp2  ($7000/mo / £125 Tons/Mo) 

(4) Appendix J ($233,000 amortized over 5 years) 

(5) Includes $187.00 Bailment Charge 

’ BEST AVAILABLE CGPY 
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APPENDIX H 

e ATOG _ ___._ 30% Vientiane ATOG | __ 50% Luang Prabang Sub-ATOG _ 

——.. ©2123 L382B 0 C46 23 1382B 0 C46 C123 
ip 268 NM : - , Average Trip 134 NM Average Trip 134 NM 

8,000 8,000 * 16,000 &,000 8,000 16,000 | 8,000 8,000 

210 120/ :10 - 160/ :10 120/ :10 | 120/ :10 160/ :10 120/ :10 120/ :10 
"1:48 165/1:44 270/ 342 160/ :58 165/ :58 270/ :42 160/ :58 165/ :58 

321 206 212 3:21 ° 306 212 221 206 

2:19 2:00 1:04 1:29 1:14 1:04 1:29 1:14 

280 (5) 391 , 1,250 280 391 1,250 280 391 
- 6.0 6.0 23.5 6.0 6.0 23.5 6.0 6.0 
108.26 130.33 58.51 69.07 80.16 58.51 69.07 80.16 

(290) (2p0) (290) 
23.09 *23.09 23.09 
6.22 6.22 6.22 
3.88 3.88 3.88 

108.26 130.33 56.51 67.07 78.16 91.70 102.26 113.35 

108.26 130.33 74.11 84.67 ° 95.76 : 

3,585. 293,243. 166,748. 190,508. 215,460. 

3,030. 3,518,910 2,000,970. 2,286,096. 2,585,520. 

253,800. 636,924, 933,390. 

ry. 
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Office Memoranduin + oNvrep stxtes GOVERNMENT 
cays 

TO t Alex. VP. Mavro, Bxoculive OfCicor DATK!  Yupruary V1, 1946 
. . fe open 

. \s Wy 37 PES 
FROM : Leslie 4. Cooper, Acting Chief, Air Surpeysyiench | on 
SUBJECT: Use of Luang Praveng Airport for Rice Storage end Dropping 

The following information has been extracted from a revort suomitted by Air 
Support to the Progran Office dated June 16, 1965: . 

“Luang Prabang is situated in the middle of the principal rice drop. 
zones in Laos, Fifty seven percent of the Nefugee Relief drop’ zones aré 
closer to Tuang Prabang than Vientiane. J3ased on the April Refugee Melicf 
quota this represents 2l:,):89 bags out of a total of 42,708. Bro Neutralise 
drop zones, Moung Soui and loung Hein, are also considerably closer to . 
‘uans Prabang than Vientiane, 

Using Luang Prabang as a base for rice drops would result in a yearly 
savings of § 1,142,000 through reduced flying time. The cost of trans- 
porting rice to Luang Prabang and the setting up of a facility would have to 
be subtracted from this savings. The flying time saved amounts to L,200 
-hovrs each year. This means that USATD would have an increased airlift 
capability of three ©-l6 aircraft, or we could reduce the fleet by a similar 
number assuming additional requirenents are not added. During the events 
of last February when Vattay was closed, we were unavle to maintain our 
rice drop quota, Additional flying hours would be saved oy using Iuang 
Prabang as a storaze area for the delivery of POL and other supplies to 
points fartacr up country. The establishment of base at Luang Prabang 
would provide employment opportunities for that area. 

In order to drop rice out of Luang Prabang a relisdle supply system 
must be arranged to assure a steady flow of PCL products, rice, and 
palletizing equipmont-into luang Prabang oy surface river transportation. 
Tn the last tyo years, the Requirements Cffice has successfw.ly shipped 
POL to Luang Prabang by river, The primary route is down river fren 
Chiangmai in Thailand, The reliability of these shipzcnts have been , 
satisfactory. ‘ith proper security, POL can be stored in the open, but 
storage facilitics are required for rice and obner suovlies. A firtcen 
day susply of rice (about 15,000 bags) and POL would de required to 
offset any possible brealdown in barge transzortation. 

‘The following equipment, facilities, and personnel would be required 
for operations fron Luang Prabang?



APPEWDIK 

Alex. P. Maviv, 
February 11, 1966 
Page Tio 

“1. A 1,000 square foot warchouse with palletizing equipment 
and a roller conveyor systen. 

2. Two 2-1/2 ton stake trucks with roller conveyors installed, 

3. Two heavy cuty forslifts, 

he. One aviation gas refueling truck to be furnished by either. 
Esso or Shell. . 

Se Unskilled labor for loading and palletizing would have to 
be hired and trained, Skilled That or Filipino supervisary 
personnel would be required and two Americans for overall 

, supervision would be needed." 

AIR:LMCoopertus 22/11/66 

AIR 
CER 2
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Office Memoranduii + ONxrEp STATES GOVERNMENT. 

HEN 
to. +; Mr, Alex ?. Mavro, EO DATE: ebruary 10, 1966 

(ie 
FROM : Ieslis MN, Cooper, AIR 7 

suBJECT: Requireamts for Proposed ATOG Service Point ~ 

Pursuant your request for investigation costs to establish and maintain (persome1) 
a. facility at Ineng Prabang to receive, store and isme rice, the following plan- 
ning estimate of costs is submitted: ‘ ‘ . . / 

It ig aysuncd that an ATOG Service would be required to receivd cargo fro cithes 
surface or air craft, store and prepare for movement as directed by, USAID, It 
is also presuncd that personnel billets, maintenance facilities ani supporting © 

-utilities wil, be required, 

Construction/Eciitmant Requirements 

ITH1/DESCRIF? Ot! ESTIMATED COST 

2. 40! x 100! warchouse provided © uss * 8,500.00 
“+ by UAID and erected by AAM 

2. 40! x 80! aircraft maintenance us$ 9, 600,00 
building : 

36. Utility support, and buil:ling to 
include: 

a. Electric Power Plant Building USS 800,00 
b, Equipaent Maintenance USS 2,300.00 
ce. Automotive Maintenance USS 2,300.00 
d, Surply usS 4,200,00 
€, 2 ~ 30 Kw gmerators us$ 8, 4,00,00 
f£. Water Syaten - 12,000 gal. per day USS 7,000.00 
& Power distribution system us$ _ 2,500.00 

4 Site work-ranp and access roads, 7 

parking, and outside storage 300' x600! USS 24,000.00 

5. Sixty (60) wan billet with ness, uss 32,448.00 
latrine, sleeping area, Icunge, etc., 
26! x 208! ~ story, 10,816 S.F. 

5-A). Furniture and outfitting - US$ 8,000.00



APPENDIX J 

oo Qo 

6, Commissary buiiding and US$ —- 9,000.00 
refrigeration equipment 

7. Maintenance shops, equipaent USS 11,000,00 

8, _ Tio (2) 6,009 lbs, capzeity forklifts US$ 28,000,00°- 

9, Two (2) 5 ton capacity cargo trucks uss 10,000.00 

10, Two (2) utility vehicles uUs$.  6,000,00 

11, Roller Conveyors 600 sq. ft, uss 6,000.00 

‘22, Security fence and area 12 chting US$ 2,400, 00 

13, Parachute rigging building 20' x 60! USS 3, 600, C0- 

VU. POL Storage facility 500 druns capacity US$ 11,000,00 

15, Firo Protection equipaemt (portable) us$ 7,000.00 

(16, Peculiar Traffic Handling Equiraent us$  -2,500,00 

17. Traffic Office Equipment US$ * 2,600.00 

Total = = US$ 209,548300 

Persone, Requirenents 

POSITION : Total Nuuber 

Traffic Manager (American) 1 
Traffic AgentI 1 
Traffic Agent Ii 4 
Rigger 1 
Bookkeeper 1 
Clerk 2 
Palletizers 8 

Laborers . 31 
Drivers : 10 

Total wee 59 

Total Costs per month uss 7,000.00 

Should bagging operations be required the following additional facilities wi11 
be required, 

7 é 

‘ ‘ Construction/Ecwi ment Requirexent s 

1. 40! x 100! Waretouse provided by uss 8,500,00 
USAID and erected by AAN : ,



APFenDIn SN 
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2. Rico Hoyper US$. 3,000.00 

3. Porteblo powered conveyor uss 2,200.00 

4. To (2) 5 ton capacity carg trucks US$  20,000,00 

 Mobal se ee US$ — 23,700,00 ? 

Personnel, Requirenents 

Position Total Nuaber 

Traffic Agent II 1 
_Traffie Agent I 1 
Truck Drivers 3 

Laborers 18 

- Total. ... 23) 

Total costs per month us$ 2,250,00 

Transportation costs for moveaent of men, material and. eqwi.pucnt for the cons~ 
truction have not bem included, . . 

Tho foregolLng estimate is rough ard offered fer planning purposes only. Shows 

tho plan receives favorable consideration, recommend that a detailed’ presentation 

bo made prior to commitment, 

ATR: IMG :ffp:2/10/66



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
WAY 132 EDITION 

GSA Fate (41 CER) 101-1165 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 0: Mr, Martin Kulholland pate: June 2, 1966 

oO 
rrom ; George He Raynor esse te Nayvrert 

SUBJECT: Comments on the Harris Report on Air Operations in Laos 

This monmorandun contains reflections in three areas: 

4. Should the L-382's be retained by the Mission? 

. 2. Is the USAID management structure competently administering 
the air contracts? 

: 3. Suggestions for improvencnts in the overall air cperation. 

The question of the retention of the L-382's has been settled to 

no one's satisfaction by the aircrait leaving Laos at the end of Mey. The 
aircraft wore very usefull while in Laos, but they couldn't be put on guarantoc? 
minimums because: (1) The aircraft were not proven in rainy season optration, 
(2) USAID was not satisfied that a steady volume of carfo would be available 
to meet guaranteed flying hours, (3) The dropping of other aircraft to 
accommodate the L-382's would put the fleet/mix in a shaky position since we 

would be overly dependent on two aircraft. CAS could not afford ta operate 
the aircraft within a price range agreeable to USAID without greatly increased 

flying time. 

The question on the competence of USAID air management is one that 
I cannot agree on. USAID is looking at the operation from the point of view 
of the USG while Mr. Harris observed the operation fron the viewpoint of a 
conmercial operation. The two outlooks are very different indeed. As you 
know IT worked in the Air Support Branch, At AID's request I took a leave of 

absence from Pan Americen World Airways to do this. Initially in Laos I had 

the same impressions that Mr. Harris had. In commerical operation time on 
the ground costs money. Every effort is rade to streamline operations. I 
began to realize that in representing the government this basic philosophy 

» did not hold true. The USG in Laos pays the air contractors only for time 

airborne. Mr. Harris' statement that costs per ton mile have substantially 
' Amproved since April of 1963 is a tribute to USAID management, Thyiis 

precisely the time pericd when the Chief of Air Support. arrived on the job. 
Cost reductions have been made for the government, and I am sure more will 
be made; these reductions will not always be in agreement with commercial 

operating principles nor mezt with the approval of the contractors in Laos. 
We are trying to keep the air operation at a minimun, Capital expenditures 

+ for improved loading equipment or navigational aids should be kept to the 
bare minimum, Mr. Harris' implication that air support favors Air America 

over Continental was not true when I was in Laos. Air America is our primary 

contracyor, We use the one Continental porter available on a regular basis. 
The Wren and Dornier are used as needed tie rot regularly since they are not 

i as. 
a Buy U.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

G;
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suitable for Stol up country operation. The grant-lease C-/6's are 
scheduled by the FAR. AID uses one each day for refugee drops. If the 

‘FAR does not schedule all the C-6's, ALD will cccasionally use one. 

During my time Air Support leaned over to be fair with Continental. I 
am sure Continental operating personnel will agree. I never received 
any complaints. Air Support has contact with the highest echelons in 
the Mission. The Chie, Air Support, regularly attends the morning 

operations meeting chaired by the Ambassador and attended by the Director. 
Many decisions regarding dey to day air operations arc made at this meeting. 
The fact that the schedule is juggled or flights cancelled are often the 

result of strategic decisions made at the highest level of which the 
contractors are not aware. 

Most of the suggestions contained in the report have been considered 

or recomended at one time or another, I found the report useful in that it 
ticd many ideas together. At times the report jumped to conclusions which 
showed that the writer was now to the operation in Laos. The Mission has 
long been unhappy with the Air America ATOG function. I agree that it is 

basically wrong for ATOG, a function of Air America, to be deciding which 
way the business is to go, but it should be understood that every dollar 
and cents decision must be reviewed by Air Support. Sone of the ATOG 

personnel. perform dual functions end their salary is shared between the 
Mission and Air America. To bring in a third contractor to staff ATOG 
would inovitably result in increased costs for the Mission. The possibility 
of staffing ATOG with USG personnel should be investigated, I suspect that 

the cost would be more and also doubt. if we could recruit properly qualified 
men, 

The suggestion that a sub-ATOG be established at Luang Prabang is 
one that the Mission has been considering. I feel that infinite care should 
be taken to include all the hidden costs which would crop up in building and 
maintaining a facility at Luang Prabang. 

The question of the utilization of the FAR grant/lease C-46's is 
valid, Air Support and Requirements Office are on record that closer control 
should be kept over these aircraft. Until recently it was deemed wise 
politically not to interfere in the FAR operation of planes which we have 
given them, 

The rice dropping program needs changes. Again Air Support is on 

record in this regard. ‘iH inescapeable efficiencies caused by having three 

rice programs, FAR, FAN, and Refugee, should be corrected. All rice should 
be dropped from the same quota and coordinated by one office. The debate 
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within the Mission over the relative cost of landing rice versus dropping 

4t should be carefully evaluated. Landed rice will definitely increase 
air costs, but this may be offset by a less expansive bagging operation 
and by more effective refugee relations. 

The paverwork, as in most areas of government, generated by the 
air operation is voluminous. This is caused by the necessity of docunenting 
flights to insure the government's money is being properly used. 

HER ote. 
The development of the Kemong as the hub for transportation is, 

bf course, eventually hoped for. I am not competent to comment on the 

merits of hovercraft over other types of transportation, but I have a 
feeling they would be too complicated for the Lao to operate. I do not 
believe it would be in the Mission's interest to develop with private 
industry specialized aircraft for Laos. What is developed must be sold. Hope- 
fully in the future the USG will be out of the aviation business in Laos. 

ec: Adolph Bennett 
Curtis Farrar 
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oy : MEMORANDUM TO: 

ANDREW-P. GUZOWSKI, Press Attache, USIS, U.S. Embassy, Vientiane. 

From: 
; P.A. Piesdrabuena O'Sullivan, GLOBE PHOTOS, INC., N.¥.,USA 

© Re: 
HELP KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL ~~ IN LAOS. 

The more I know of people, the mre I love my dog. 
Now that I have finally eocled down te @ more simmer, 

this old Argentine saying seems good for openers. Yet in spite of my 
travails with the USAID troika in that pettifogging principelity of parancis. 
Ban Houei Sai, it is a cynicism that does not quite fit ints ay philosophica! 

bag. ; 

I am deeply concerned right now, Andy, not only with the Air . 
America photo-story and a dovetailing Meo refugee chronicle, but the high ~ 

; hopes I hold for my professional, essentially pictorial, future in laos -- 
: as a reliable friend-of-the-court journalist in the DMZ between the resident 

press corps and US agencies here, | 

E At the same time I believe you should be officially notified : 
as to the typs of treatment metored out te even those photo-journalists 

; fortunate enough te be under the auspices of, and accreditad by, the Press 
Office of the United States Information Service in Laos. 

: : DON'T SHOOT: I'M PICTORIAL: == I arrived here, as you know, | 
around only a few non-political photo-story assignments, my faivh in 
the eventual superiority of applied honesty and a manifest concern in the 
human condition. My primary focal, pictorial point was, and still is, the 

: lao people, A secondary one, growing more and more, the rola of some quiet 
Americans doing their thing: helping the homeless and the himgry in a jend 
torn and bloodied by a way that stetches from horizon te horiacn asemingly j 

; without end. : ‘ } 

eae with three cameras, assorted lenses. “yvewriter and 
an intelligence future Nobel prize-winners need neither fess nor envy, bul 
counterbalanced by a kindly creator with the eye of a painter and the heart 
of a post, a life-saving sense of humour and an extraordinary amount of 4 
patience, 

NO_MERCHANT OF MENACE -- It took ms, for example, many weeks | 
to finally convince most people here that if cut, I would, indeed, bleed. 

But I am apolitical, A humanist, A photo-journalist, not . 

‘hard news,' I am, nowadays, that rare animal, a foreigner sympathetic to 
the United States and the slings and arrows it hes fallen heir te, I om 
on no witch-hunt, Ae an independent, I am spared editors who would have 

; me sniffing up hersin traile or locating all those $10,000 swimming pools 
belonging to the mercenary CIA pilots. / 

Everything I write or shoot is copyrighted and cannot be 

changed.without my permission. Corruption, 'spooks,’ Thai mercenary 
(that word again) troops, Ravens, 3-52 bases do nothing to quicken my 
pulse, 

‘ = 
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Andrew P, Guzowski, #2 - 

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS?=-- with the endless nightmare of Viet 
Nam on every domestic front page, I can hardly quarrel with the understand- 

' able official desire to keep events in Laos low-profile to an extreme, The 

Vientiane news grey-out keeps away the top wire and news service brigade, 
The Monday afternoon Embassy press briefings become charades for the Time— 
stringers to play at war-correspondent. But while there are no direct hits 
on the local front, there are a lot of cheep shots from hit and run news 
types and Truth is not the only victim, There are walking wounded on both 
sides of Samsenthaf as the prolonged and mutual distrust has festered into 
a discord bordering on the fratricidal, and I am caught in the cross—fire. 
An innocent casualty of a state of hostilities that began somewhat about the 
time Ho Chi Minh bought his first pair of sandals. { 

: But it is not the purpose of this memo to lecture on the 
probiems of staying honest in the Vientiane press conflict, I simply wish 
to set the record straight as to the series of events which led to my being 
held incommunicado at 125 (Ban Houei Sai) on dune 8th, by USAID's Kuhne, 
Greene and Wayne Johnson in spite of your USIS letter and in repsated defiance 

' of Air America's memo in my posession which instructed: "If any question 
arises about his presence in a given area, or his carriage on Company 
aireraft so accomplish his stated purpose, it should be referred to the 

_, undersigned or his authorized deputy, by radio message under priority 
 procedence." I was placed, again against my will, on an AA C~46 to Vientiane 

: . ‘instead of being allowed to return with AA pilot Lloyd Randell whom I was 
covering on the L25 trip, 

; On the flight back I could not but help think that in the 
United States, accused of anything from shoplifting to mass—murder I would 

yl SCULE have the right to make one call, I felt-much like a man accused of 
‘ attacking! three night sticks repeatedly with his bare head. 

ee | Nevertheless, sore head and all, two days later (the 10th, ) 
; after consulting with Political in the U.S. Embassy earlier, I spent the 

morning at. the Embassy of the Republic of North Viet Nam, discussing with 
secretary! Van Le the possible whereabouts and condition of Air America 
Captain Herb Clarke so that I may "through his good comrades, the Pathet Lao, 

is be allowed the privilege of an interview with the pilot" as part of my. 
. overall story on the pilots of the airline. At that time, the only clue to | 

the possible fate of the C-46 captain downed by NVA fire at L32 (Bouam Long) 
; } wes a radio broadcast claiming his capture made apparently by Radio Hanoi. | 

a THE VIGTIM AS VILLAIN — The slow Kafkaesque metamorphosis | 
fom accredited JoUmMAList to prisoner wmicn began vume tn; and Sth. was | 
completed in LZS, | 

j 

Now, at the request of "the customer" and through the good i 
offices of Security, I was about to become an Orwellian non=person. ] 

The Base Manager, James Cunningham, and his second-in-command, 
- Chief Pilot Jim Rhyne, both absent on vacation, it was decided, five days 

after full written authorization for the Air America story had been handed 
to me, that I could no longer fly on Company aircraft. Security Chief Ray Hart ] 
stating "I don’t think Air America needs any publicity," allowed that I would 1 
still have the privilege to shoot my pictures from the ground. And oh, yes, / 
"if you have Cunningham's memo, let me have it back," i 

| 
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ay ” Andrew P. Guzowski, #3 ; 

The hole was dug, Now all we have to do is cover it all up. 
Nice and neat, No memo'’s showing. 

THE CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS, ALWAYS RIGHT ~~ Ironically, there has 
been a distinct linear relationship between the size of the opsration and the _ 
éfficiency and cooperation of the officials involved, a 

; On two separate occasions at 272 (Ban Xon), a base, from which 
; some 200,000 refugees are cared for, I have had all the help in the-world 

' = from USAID's Blayne Johnson and George Coegrove. ae 
‘ ‘ 

OF apes My second trip there was covering Air America’s Helio pilot 
Van Ingen in a fullday of 2 landings without e peep from the "customer" 

s even, when one flight involved #6 clear around the PDJ. d 

oka The idee for the trip to Houei Sai was born in the office of 
; “Jack Williamson (USAID) as it fitted in with the AA aspect (with porter i 

pilot Randell to be covered in the process) and a through trip to Maun 
Mougne, recommended to me by both Williamson and Wayne Johnson (who happened 
to be in VTE that day) as "the most colourful" of the Meo villages, with some 
seven other hilltribes thrown in. It was a stroke of luck, I thought then, 

_, to have already met Wayne Johnson who would be back in L25 when I arrived 
“there, Would I have any problems staying at the village? Not if I liked to 

_ drink, answered Wayne, eRe 

vege Cunningham of AA made arrangements for Lloyd Rendell's 
scheduling the following Monday for L25 with Mr. Leonard's knowledge that 
I was to accompany him for the second part of the AA phote-story . 

& u A minor Op’s blooper snowballed the Ban Houei Sai txip into 
“@ complete fiasco, I was manifested arroneously for Tuesday but nevertheloss 
made it on Randeli’s Porter, I had been told to contact Ernest Kuhne in 

_ «* 225 by Ed Kelley of the Embassy, but Kuhne was in VTE. Wayhne Johnson of 
‘ USAID knew why I was there. Jack Williamson of USAID knew why I was there, 

, but as I was becoming the hot potate, passed the heat by saying, quite rightly 
of course, "but I didn’t authorize him” I never made a rice drop with Randell. 

’ That night at dinner in the AA hostel I felt like a long-tailed cat in a room- 
raf ful of rocking~chairs, 

2 te The next morning from 7:30 I haunted the Op's hut at 125, 
and learnt more about USAID and the Proter flights and the big 'customer" 
than I could have learnt from all 188 AA pilots =~ even in the Mile High 

’ Room, Although cleared finally by McQueen through courtesy of Ed Kelley, 

at my request by radio, I never saw the inside of a Porter until I returned 
laye that evening with pilot Osborne to VTE. 

: ‘ AA Base Manager Cunningham accepted the blame for the AA 
hostel misunderstanding but admitted Leonard "had dropped the ball” by not 
notifying USAID according to plan. ss 

Written letters of introduction and authorization were now 
slearly in order and severaldays were spent securing them to prevent a 

reocurrence of the L25 shambles.
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: . Andrew P. Guzowsii, #4 : | 

The Porter coverage was jJaid aside temporarily and at 
Cunningham's invitetion I picked up the C-46 part of the story by joining 
Captain Foxio Foiles and ist. Officer Dick O'Connor (two very good pilots ; 
I had met previously in Vientiane and Bangkok) on a day's run of rice-drops 
to L32 (Rouam Long) which had been under siege for two straight weeks. No 

- planes were able to land because of mortar fire. "There might be some 
: shooting," said Cunningham. 

But there was no flak from the customer or anybody else. 

: That Sunday we made three drops, uneventfully, The first 
at L32 went like clockwork: six pallets on six tight runs while some F5 

‘ Fastfightors were hitting one of the enemy positions within sight of our 

DZ. The last wo drops went to alternates after WX forced us away; drop 
#2 when we could not sse our DZ at all, and drop #3 when the iow ceiling of 

” 4004500 ft. above the 3,500 ft. valley proved to be far too low for dropping | 
the rice bags without bursting, and too low for us to bail out if hit, 

: " A good day's work for all. concerned and no problems, 

: Having previously expressed my interest in giving credit 
to the estreordinarily superior quality of the maintenance teams, when 
‘porter sixty-foxtrot damaged prop and engine Tuesday afterncon in a training 

On incident et 133 it was arranged I should fly up to Phong Hong with the - 
: mechanics and accident investigation team in the Caribou to cover the engine 
t swap in the field Wednesday morning. 

The swap succesfully completed, we left 133 for VTE minutes 
; after hearing the first radio reports of the downed C-16 at 132 with Herb 

' Clarke's crew while they were dropping rice. 

te We arrived in Vientiane once mre without complications or 
problems of any sort. Op’s was jammed with concerned AA pilots, ss was the 
restaurant and the Mile High Room. I made it a point to assure Base Manager 

. Cunningham and Chief Pilot Rhyne there would be no news leak from me, I | 
-kept my word, The first call from the press came from Carl, from your ; i 
office I believe, 26% hours after I had hear the reports. ' 

At lunch on Saturday, June 5th, feeling I had finally made 
& point in ethics, we planned to finish off the Porter section of the AA 

5 '. tory at the earliest, Jim Rhyne agreed to reschedule Lloyd Randell, But 
it would have to be L25, leaving Monday, The reason "It's the only way you 
can get onto a Porter that isn't going into VP's alternate." A quota, by 

: the way, not to be attributed to the Chief Pilot, 

PARANOIA REVISITED ~ = I was as eager to return to Ban 
* Housi Sai as I was about acquiring a lifelong supply of gonorrhea, ’ 

Monday, 7th. of June, after a one hour maintenance delay =~ 
tne DG had inexplicably been removed from our sixty foxtrot for another Porter 
scheduled for a later take-off, then Randell discovered thay had forgotten to 
te-fuel the plane ~~ we took-off at & am for 125 via 322 and 258, It looked 
like another one of those days. 
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Tt was. At 9:15 we landed at Nong Luang, picking up a 
friendly Wayne Johnson returning to 125, and a tribeswoman and child 
for Mary's Strip, a beantiful 3,500' hilltop Meo outpost commanding 
an unforgettable view of the distant valley and rock formations tew- 
ering as far wa the aye could see. We landed at Houei Sei, late, 
with 3 more pax and an unscheduled stop at 268. Ban Na Xing, for gas. 
The Porter was loaded immediately with the white rico bags while my 
seat was being turned around to face the kicker and the drops. Wayne 
headed for the Op's hut. With the engine restarted and kicker, bags 
and self in place, Randell starts moving the plane out when the radio 
crackles to life: "Remove wmauthorized passenger." It's 125 back in 
business, cooperative as ever. Ina rapidly growing and changing world 
it must be a comfort for some to know that there will always be one 
place in time, forever untainted by evolution or progress, a living 
monument to the invincibility of the Peter Principle. Rendell shook 
his head slowly in disgust, "I guess they mean you.” They sure didn't 
mean the kicker. 

I stopped off the Porter shielding my lenses from the 
propwash beading for the little brown sheck under the oversized signs 
Ban Houei Sai Int'l, with a vague, nagging feeling that all this had 

: happened before, perhaps in another lifetime. The Flying Dutchman at 
least had the seven seas to room around in fer eternity -— not a VIE- 
125 shuttle. 

I did not look back as Randeli's Porter took-off om the 
rice drep. I have enough ground shots of Porters from 125. 

Inside Op's nothing had changed. Idttle Piak, at the 
mike, still efficient, smiling, apparently the only one in N.W. Leos 
happy to see me. 

100K, MA, NO WAR -~ Among Piak's smiling pin-ups, in the 
far corner of the room still hidden by an old woollen blanket nailed 
to the wall, spray-canned "Info..," was The Area Map. Safe from the 
prying eyes of the PL and the NVA the sites of the refugee villages 
lay within their grease-pencil markings. 

The enly difference with USAID's Jim Greene and Wayne 
Johnson this time was that I was even less weleome. USAID, once more, 
had not been notified by AA. But not to worry, added Johnson, "if 
they had you wouldn't be here now." 

Last time it was pointed out that I either had to have 
a USIS or USAID letter of introduction. This time I had USE) but it 
made no difference. As Greene was reading my AA authorization, Wayne 
looking over his shoulder apparently had a change of heart flashing ; 
me a thumbs-up signal of approval. But then that was no good either 
because USAID had not received a copy of it, Greens decided. 

I was told to get wy stuff together so I could check in 
at the AA hostel then see Ernie Kulme, the USAID AC, for a decision. 
I expressed a preference for staying at the airport until things got 

cleared up by radio. I was voted down and out on that.
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As we jeeped past the bombs at the northern end of the 
runway, I noticed the three 6' stacks had now dwindled to two emall 
kmece-high groups, still unphotographed. Three sheds on my right con= 
tained more of the bright green bombs and empty canistors. 

I made at least four mistakes with Emie Kuhns. The first, 
apparently, was being born, The second: with mors than « few things 
on my mind, I dared to enter hishoms with my boots (clean) on. I 

4 Was asked to remove them, and did; Thirdly, I mentioned my intexest 
in the Meos and quickly found out they were not his favourite tribe. 
The problem was strangely turning from a security aspect to en edite= 
rial one. The Yao were suffering every bit as much. So were the Tai 

; Dam. “Why ian't anybody writing about them?" I had te adeit I didnit 
mow. With the progress I was making in 125 I deubted whether anyone 
would ever get to write about anybody. I switched the subject back 
to acereditation: I was sorry, I sald, to have missed him on my last 
trip as Ed Kelley at the Embassy had specifically asked ms to see 
him. "Kelley? Hell? I only met the guy. once for three hours!" That, 
was that. I went outside to put my boots back om, picked up my lance 
and went back to the windmilis. ; 

MEAWWHIIZ, BACK AT THE RICE-DROPS — The main problen 
besides that of communication, was nearly every drop was achedulsd 
for an outpest — a fact that I, still supposedly in Disneyland, 5 
was not supposed to be sware of -- and the only type. of drop that 
I was going to get anywhere near to was one to a refugee village. 

‘What they're really afraid of," explained an Embassy ~- 
official after my first 125 skirmish, “is you getiing a picture of 
someone in a uniform running out to catch a rice bag. Then it'11 be 
all over Washington that USAID rice is going to the Lao army.” : 

I explained then that I was only concerned with the job 
the AA pilots were deing. If they were making drops I wanted to 
cover then. If seme of them, or all of them were going to areas 
where I would see a lot of uniforms among the people I would not 
blow it up out of proportion. Along the lines ef the chicken or 
the egg, in en area controlled by the ‘unfriendiics'’ which comes 
first, the concentration for security reasons of a number of Lao 

villagers into a defensible area with some troops to do the job, 
or, second, a site of seme military importance like a commending 
hilitep which you bunker and supply, then add a village area for 
the dependents which you then proceed to feed by air-drops. 

What we have have, it seams, is a ean of worms that hes 
been opened hy everygedy — Symington and a growing horde in DC, press 
typas, columiets, the McNamara report, a few samples which I have 

quoted frem for you on the last page of. this memo. But all I want is 
an bemest=to-God human-interest story. Ws 

+
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A WORD FROM THE SPONSOR — My being on the Porter, it 

was pointed out more times than I care to remember, would cost the 
starving villagers two bags of rice. I felt it pointless to even 
attempt to point out how many more bags of rice it could mean for 
them in the future. 

The ultimate irony was that I finally made one rice drop 
to a village that had been bumped up the schedule specially for me. 
But it was totally wasted as, just before we started taxiing to the 
runway, I locked up te see that the Isc kicker had been bumped by 
Wayne Johnson. So here I was finally doing a typical rice-dvop with 
USAID's highest paid kicker in the back — a real, "day in the life." 

Believing that AA was trying to make a young John Wayne 
out of Loyd Randell and, perhaps purposely, missing the whole basis 
of the porte: and rice-drop aspect of the phote-story, Johnson 

demanded, "Why don't you just load up the plane in VTE and drop the 
bags anywhere on the plain? Then you'd have all the photos you want." 

I was tempted to ask how many bags of rice that would cost the starving 
villagers. Insteed I simply poinied to the fact I was a journalist, 
not part of a television or Hollywood low-budget soap operation. 

During my repeated requests for a radio contact with VIE 
it became quite clear that te both Johnson and Greene it had become ; 
@ personal thing to make quite sure that my second trip to [25 be as 
ee aot ane) When faithful Piak, happily came up 

cae during Tuesday morming) with ° « rice-drop for yeu, Tony,” all he 
received for his cooperstion were two icy stares and a long, long 

» gilence broken finally by johnson's "He's had his drop, Plak." 

Kuhne meanshile was staying as far away from USAID HQ and 
Op's as possible, Smart. That way if anything went right he could 

not beblemed for it. 

After pointing out to Johnson that he was holding me in- 
communicado in spite of explicit instructions, written, and constant 
demands, verbal, I turned to Greeno leter at Op's 

There were other Porters landing from time to time «with 
local pax. My cameras were still cut. Why couldw’t I get seme ingide 
shots in another Porter? That would require special permission. Call 
VIE, I a ked for at least the tenth time, snd get it. “There is no= 

' body in Vientiane," said Jim Greeno, "Who can tell me anything. My 
sustemer is <-—=-- in Udorn. And nobody has any authority in VIE to 
dountermand my instructions from Udorn." A strange remark from en 
OLA official im Laes, I thought. The last time I looked at a map 
Udorn wag still in Thallend. I ventured the opinion that a few people 
in the US Bubassy in Vientiane might disagree with him. He looked up, 
emilling: "Besides, I don't want to..."
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Outside, by the strip Caribon had just finished loading 
rice for a drep. Could I go and get sqme pictures? They wouldn't i 
have to take off any bags for me in thet big a plane..."It's going i 
too fer north,"said Johnsen. I'm not planning on walking back, I 
pointed out. End of subject. 

SECURTIY AND PARKINSON'S LAW -- I did mot realise it until 
a few days after leaving the Air 4merics Security office that I had 
umittingiy crested an opening for some frenaied activity for that 
Yelatively wmimportent department of the airline. 

"Work expands so as to fill the time available for its 
completion,” was the first Parkinsonian concept universally accepted i 
in 1957. Which mey explain why senior captains and pilots I had flom 
with end others I had morely spent time with were being called in and 
interrogeted by Security's Remon Hart, last week. 

This seemed to me the final straw. A few of the pilots 
felt that. way teo. One expressed the opinion that sscurity, in the 
full sense of the word, was the Embassy's business <~ and if they 
wanted to ask any questions, fine. 

When another of the pilots stated thet he saw nothing ; 
wrong with the way i was approaching the story, he was told: "Ah! , 
But we don't know what he's really writing. Besides, he's not even 
an American -- he's an Argentinean (sic)!" Ged and Hart alone know 
what my being an Argentine citizen has to do with airport Security 
or my photo-story. 

I new friends and acquaintances of wees andeven months 
going down the drein, not to speak of a great amowrt of work. 

Bui then a strange element of the drama started working 
for ze. The enemy of my enemy is my friend, 1t has been said. And 
a0, lately I have been discovering the fact that far trom losing 
uy friends IT have gained some more allies and a considerable amount 
of sympathy for my cause than I even had before. 

McNAMARA: A GREATER NEED FOR A SETTER STORY —- The great 
Map over the Pentagon study only indicates to my mind the overwholming 
need right now for the Air America story as I have always envisioned it. 

I need one more flight on a 6-46. A short run with Lloyd 
Randell in the Porter. A caribou and the H-34. That's it.. The time 
needed depends directly on the ratio of cooperation I can gst. 125, 
ae anexaple, cost me mere than three weeks of work and frustrations 
fer the four days spent to mo avail whatsosver. The Holio, with 
Van Ingen, went besetifelly and was wrapped up in.one day. With every=- 
thing running emoothly and weather cooperating I should not need eny 
more them one day sheoting for each crew. : 

Let me try to streas the fact that the story does not 5 | 
affect the image of Air America alone but also the efforts of all 

K be | 
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concerned -= and I mean that in the full sense of the word -~ out 
here in Laos, It will also help bring USAID out from the alphabetsoup 1 
conglompration of agencies, domestic and irtternational, that abound te the 
utter confusion of the American reader and, lest we forget, the most im- 
portant customer of all: the taxpayer. 

The proper accent on AID can be most offectively made by 
tranzlating the lifeless statistics of rice and meat and salt from 
gove'nment field reports into a concentual basis. 

Aid must be equated in human terms. : t 

To fly with Air American Captain Van Ingen and photograph 

: hia jockeying that tiny Helio in and ovt of 24 mountain strips in one 
wrking day out of Ban Xon, risking his life in a reinsterm for 570 lbs. 
if Heis baby food too dated to be sold domestically, or for 3 bags of 
‘alt. needed by a Meo outpost clear around the PDJ, is my way of emphasizing 
she true role of the US, through the efforts of an individual pilot and a 
somnercial airline, and a greater way of really dotting the "i" in AID so 
they USAID acquires a larger and more human dimansion in the process, 

ee I shall finish, finally, Andy, with a quote from AA Base 
Manager James Cuntingham: Le . 

ae "They are dedicated professionals (all 168 in Vientiane). ... 
..., nowhere near as flambouyant as pictured by the press..many of them empathe- 

‘ i - tically dedicated to the min chore of Air America, that of healing and aiding 
4 “| “the sick and wounded and feeding the needy, There are few boliticaldy  . 
a inspired Pilots in our midst -—- few hewks and a good many doves «ic ajo! f . 

cept eee "If there is a purpose in Western civilisation in S.E.A., i} 
, ** dtwill probably te furthered by guys like these, who, for one reason ; 
et or another, are willing to put their lives on the line for these bewildered 

% 2g. people most of whom only want to be left to seek their private destinies... tf 
; | The gst result of the effort we are trying to mount, I think, is beneficial. 

_.s: 8° ‘We seek te conquer no one. We try to be of service to all who need what 
a we can offer, If you measure success in terms of real estate owned and ; . 

‘occupied, we are losing, : : 

‘ "But in terms of people helped, psople saved from death by 
the eneay, and people who know the basis differences between the two 
systems in conflict here, we are winning a few smell battles at a time, 
May be there will be more, And maybe one day we can leave them to seek 

% their own salvation without interference from anyone == and no longer 
: needing our assistance," 

é Vientiane, June 25th, 1971 

ce: Amb.G,M.Gedley : 
AA 
USAID 
Political



‘> _, .  INPERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE, Monday, June Usth. 1971: \ 

Under heading "CIA AIR FORCE, " the following quote is from McNamara‘s 
Report, Vietnam Archives I: ; 

"The second major segment of the administration's covert 
was against Nerth Vietnam consisted of air operations in Laos. A force 
of propelier-driven T-28 fighter-bombers, varying from about 25 to 40 
aircraft, had been erganized there. The planes bore Laotian Air Force 
markings, But only some belomged to that air force, The rest were manned 
by pilots ef Air America (a pseudo-private airline rim by the CIA) and 

' by Thai pilots under the control of Ambassador Leonard Unger. 

% "Reconnaissance flights by regular U.S. Air Force and Nevy 
jets, code-name Yankee Team, gathered photographic evidence (correction: 
intelligence) for bombing raids by the T-28's against North Vietnamese 
and Pathe Lao troops in Laos, 

"The Jchnson administration gradually stepped up these air 

operations in Laos through the spring and summer of 196/, in what became a 
kind of preview of the bombing of the North." 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, March 1971, pp.320, photo-caption: 

: "An Air America C-46, waiting fer cargse at Vang Vieng, 
flies food and war supplies te Laotian ground forces,...” 

WASHINGTON POST’s "Washington Merry-Go-Round", May 5th, 1971 
Following headline referring to LAOTIANS ACCUSED IN HEROIN TRAFFIC, 
second paragraph of story on pp.Bi5: "...a congressional investigation 
has confirmed our earlier allegations that the Central Intelligence 
Agency ig involved in the Laotian heroin operations. 

"The investigation was made by Reps. Rebert Steele (R.Conn, 
and Morgan Murphy (D.III.) both members of the House Foreign Affairs 
Commitee, 2 

"Steeles is preparing a report that will ellege CIA Air 
_ America aircraft have been used to transport the drug from northern 

Laos into the capital city of Vientiane..." 

< U.S. EMBASSY, Vientiane. American press—briefing colons], Monday after 
- fall of Paksong, I heard state: "Six H-34 Air America helicopter and 

g three RLAF" carried "commandes from Pak Seung te Phou Sa®* with "ne J 

' gesistance” being met, es " 

\ , 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: gest \ 
. : \ y 

This memorandum will. serve to introduce Mr, Antonio Pedre Pictrahuens \ : 
O'Sullivan (a phote-journalist accredited ts) Glebe News Agency of Washingon 

. D.C. He has been introduced to Air Americaty USIS and the U.S. Embassy in 
Vientiane, Laos, Mr. O'Sullivan has been working for severs months in 
Laos on a photo story about Air America, Inc.,. and in his travels within 
country should be afforded the full cooperation of all Air America per= 
sonnel at outstations and in Viertiane, Within limits established by f 
Mr. William R. Leonerd. Chief, Air Support Branch, USAID/Lacs, Mr, i 

: O'Sullivan may move about within country and stay at Air America Hostels \ 
; depending on availability of space and upon payment of normal charges for ; 

: services received. He has been enjoince about restrictions that may be 
necessary in regard to the use of his cameras and relater equipment, aa 

, because of regulations of the Royal Lac Government, and hae promised 
to abide by same. If any question arises about.his presence in a given } 
area, or his carriage on Company aircraft to accomplish his stated purpose, if 
it should be referred to the undersigned or his authorized deputy, by ‘ 

radio message under priority precedence, \ 
\ 

JAC radt : James A, Cunningham, Jr. | 
ce: ABM Base Manager 

‘ MFD Air Americe, Inc. i 
cSY Vientiane, Leos ’ 

# Press Attach/US Embassy 

: z ‘SRO/LPS : x 
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